
SENATE No. 300.

In Senate, May 2, 1872.

The Committee on Banks and Banking to whom was referred
the Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Statistics of
Labor, beg leave to submit the following

The orginal Order directed the Committee to investigate only
that part of the Report of the Bureau relating to savings banks,
but tho whole report was subsequently referred to their consid-
eration. The Committee regret that the lateness of the session
has compelled them to confine their inquiries within the scope
of the original Order ; they therefore pass no judgment upon
any portion of the report, except that entitled “ Savings
Banks.”

Three hearings have been had upon this topic at which sev-
eral of the largest savings banks in tho State were represented
by their officers, while General Oliver and his deputy, Mr.
McNeil, appeared, to represent the Bureau of Statistics.

Enough has been developed in these hearings to satisfy the
Committee that the portion of this report touching savings
banks and their relations to the laboring classes of the Com-
monwealth is incorrect; the statements made as to the amount
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of wage-labor deposits seem to be matters of assumption and
inference by the Bureau, rather than well proven facts.

The blank prepared by the Bureau contained a very large
number of questions, to properly answer which would require
in the case of a large bank, weeks or months of labor. The
whole number of savings banks addressed was 140, the deposits
in which amount to about $i
received, 67 ; complete, 8 ; ne
very incomplete, 19 ; not tabul

50,001),000 ; number of returns
arly full, 18 ; incomplete, 11;
atcd, 11.

It thus appears that the various estimates and conclusions
made are based upon returns
proportion of the banks, both as

■epresenting only a very small
regards their number and the

amount of deposits. Table lis based upon 56 returns. Table
2 upon 22, while the important c
this table are drawn from 14

inclusions and inferences from
of the 22, being one-tenth of

the whole number of banks and representing only about one-
thirteenth of the total deposits of the State. Table 3is based
upon 39 returns. Table 4, upon 16.

It should also be stated that many of the largest banks in the
State are not included in these tables ; nor are the great cen-
tres of the laboring classes, from which such statistics should
come, if anywhere, generally represented. No returns appear
from Fall River, Lawrence, Charlestown or Cambridge, and
only three from Boston. It was urged before the Committee
that the banks alone are responsible for this neglect, and that
therefore they have no right to complain of the conclusions
deduced from those which made reports. But it is a sufficient
answer to this that there is no law calling for these returns, and
few of the banks have sufficient data from which to draw the
statistics desired.

It must be evident to all that averages deduced from so few
returns, and from so small a fraction of the amount of deposits
in our savings banks, are worth very little. These averages,
and the conclusions of the Bureau as to the savings of the labor-
ing classes in our State, were distinctly and fully contradicted
by the several bank officers who appeared before the Committee;
and we are inclined to believe that the testimony of men who
have had many years experience in these institutions, and have
had constant occasion to observe and know the condition and
occupation of depositors, is, to say the least, as valuable as aver-
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ages based upon a few scattering and imperfect returns. These
gentlemen affirm that the various statements made by the
Bureau in this report as to the amount deposited by wage-la-
borers in our savings banks, such as that only twenty-five per
cent, of the total sum deposited during the past year is held by
wage-laborers, are entirely incorrect.

The report of the Bureau on these points seems to us to be
made up from insufficient data; and in our opinion, such con-
clusions, derived as they are from tables prepared from incom-
plete returns, should not be allowed to go to the country and
to the world with the sanction of the legislature.

The Committee therefore recommend the passage of the
accompanying Resolve.

CHARLES P. STICKNEY,
NEWELL GILES,

Of the Senate.

H. B. MERSEY,
WM. KEITH,
S. A. CARLETON,
ROBERT COUCH,

Of the House,
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la the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-Two.

RESOLVE

Concerning so much of the Report of the Bureau of Statistics
of Labor as relates to Deposits in Savings Banks.

Resolved, That the inferences and conclusions as to the sav-
ings of the laboring classes in Massachusetts, found in, or
drawn from, that portion of the third annual report of the bu-
reau of statistics of labor, entitled “ savings banks,” are based
upon insufficient returns and data, and are not properly sub-
stantiated by the facts in the case; and as such they are disap-
proved by the legislature.
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